In this paper we prove the following form of the Phragmen-Brouwer Theorem: a locally connected, connected normal Tpspace X is unicoherent if and only if for every pair of disjoint nonseparating continua C and D in X, C U D does not separate X. Among the several corollaries is the proposition: X is multicoherent if and only if X is the union of a circular chain of continua {A0, Ax, A2, A^} where no three of the A,'s have a point in common.
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper X will denote a normal, locally connected, connected 7,-space. By a continuum we mean a closed and connected (not necessarily compact) subset of X, a region is an open connected subset of X. For A G X, b0(A) denotes the number of components of A less one (or oo if this number is infinite). The degree of multicoherence, r(X), of A'is defined by r(X) = sup{b0(H n K): X = H U Kand H and Kare subcontinua of A"}.
If r(X) = 0, Ais said to be unicoherent and we say that Ais multicoherent otherwise. If 0 < r( X) < oo, we say that X is finitely multicoherent and if 0 < r(X) < oo but b0( H D K ) < oo for any representation X = H U K, where H and K are continua, we say that X is weakly-finite multicoherent.
A connected subset C of X is said to be simple if X\C is also connected. Unicoherence is characterized in the Phragmen-Brouwer Theorem (PB Theorem)
as follows (see [10, Theorem (3. 2)]): A connected, locally connected, normal space X is unicoherent if and only if whenever A and B are disjoint closed sets and neither A nor B separates X, then A U B does not separate A.
J. H. V. Hunt extended the PB Theorem to arbitrary locally connected topological spaces in [7] , and he and E. D. Tymchatyn were able to replace "closed" by "arbitrary set" in [8] . The PB Theorem has been generalized by A. H. Stone in [11, Theorem 5 and 13, Theorem 6] to multicoherent spaces, i.e. to spaces X, where l^r(X).
The principal result of this paper is the following: A connected, locally connected normal Tx -space X is unicoherent if and only if whenever C and D are disjoint simple continua in X, X\(C U D) is connected.
This proposition was known to hold for compact spaces or weakly-finitely multicoherent spaces [5] ; in [4] , a proof for this proposition, when A is assumed to be perfectly normal, was given.
We call the proposition above "a strong form" of the PB Theorem because in the sufficiency (i.e. the if part), we have weakened the hypothesis to requiring that A and B be continua, while essentially retaining the general setting (connected, locally connected and normal) of the PB Theorem. The reader is referred to [7] for additional comments on the nomenclature of the "Phragmen-Brouwer Theorem". Let 6= (S n R': X = R' U F' U 5' is a division of X, R G R', b G S' and Fr R' n (A U B) = 0}. We assert that Piß = FrS. It is clear that FrS G D6. Since b G n"=1S,, U"=1S, is a continuum and by Lemma (2.1) there exists a division X= R0 U F0 U S0 such that ÄC Ä0, UJL,^ G S0 and Fr«0 n (A U 5) = 0. It then follows that cl^S n R0) G <l"=xclß(S n R,) and so ßX\(U U V) G
ßX\clß(S n R0). By our hypothesis S D R0 = [X\(R U F)] n [A\(S0 U FQ)] = X\[(R U F) U (S0 U F0)
] is a connected set as in cl^S n R0). Of course this means the connected set cl^S n R0) meets each of U and V and thus cl^(S nü0) cannot be a subset of U U V. This contradiction implies that X must be unicoherent and this completes the proof. Remark. Note that in the proof of Theorem (3.1), the closedness of the points of X was employed twice: first in the continuumwise connectivity of the region S so as to obtain the subcontinuum B0 above, and secondly in the existence of ßX. In regard to the latter use, we could have employed the well-known construction of the Tychonoff space F and the continuous surjection a: A"-» F, where the correspondence f-*f° o is an isomorphism of C(Y) onto C(X), and avoided the necessity of assuming points are closed. However, the author has not been able to obtain a comparable substitution in the first use of 7,-ness above.
The following proposition follows from the above theorem and [6, Theorem 1 and 5, Theorem 2], albeit via a rather circuitous route. A proof is provided herein for completeness. (ii) , by the proof of (i) implies (ii), for in it we merely assumed there existed disjoint simple continua, say Bx and B2 (or C and D), whose union separates X.
Corollary
Hence, it remains to show that (ii) implies (i). But this is easy, for if L = A0 U Ax and M -A2 U A3, L and M are continua and L n M is a separated closed set. Thus X is multicoherent and this completes the proof of the corollary.
Remark (3.3). Note that Corollary (3.2) has Theorem (3.1) as an easy consequence: For suppose every pair of disjoint continua in X can be separated by a continuum and X is not unicoherent. Then by Corollary (3.2), X = A0 U Ax U A2 U A3 as in (3.2)(ii). But A0 and A3 cannot be separated by a continuum, so A must be unicoherent. 
